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This beautiful, gender neutral baby to
five years record journal, designed to
capture memories of the precious first
five years of a child's life.Each year
of Early Years is illustrated with a
different set of woodland animals and
guides you to record all those
wonderful first moments and milestones
from arrival into the world, first
steps, first words, key celebrations
and first day at school, all the way
from birth to the child's fifth
birthday.A great addition to any baby
shower Early Years also makes a great
birth, Christening or first birthday
gift or present for an expectant parent
at Christmas.
Remember baby's first five years
forever with this elephant themed
memory book. Many baby books on the
market today require a crafty mom's
touch to make them beautiful. This baby
journal is unique, in that it only
needs photos and a few words added
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the Things You Would Have Loved
to Have Known about Yourself When You
Were Little and the Things You Would
Have Loved to Have Known about Your
Mom's First Year of Motherhood 1. About
Mommy and Daddy Pregnancy 2. A Story
from Pregnancy 3. How Mommy and Daddy
Announced the Pregnancy 4. Mom's
Favorite Foods While Pregnant 5. Birth
Class 6. Baby Shower(s) Birth 7. Doctor
or Midwife's Name 8. Birth Story 9. How
You Named Your Baby/ Namesake How My
Parents Named Me Holidays & Events 10.
New Year 11. Easter 12. Thanksgiving
13. Christmas 14. Pictures for each
month 15. Christening/ Baptism/
Dedication Firsts 16. First Smile 17.
First Laugh 18. Rolling Over 19.
Sitting Up 20. First (and Second) Tooth
21. First Kisses 22. Crawling 23. First
Foods 24. Standing 25. Waving 26.
Walking 27. Word 28. Says "Mama" and
"Dada" 29. First Hair Cut 30. First
Birthday 31. First Vacation Favorites
32. Favorite Food 33. Favorite Songs/
Lullabies 34. Favorite Toys
Miscellaneous 35. Growth: Weight,
Length, Percentile 36. Nicknames 37.
Messages and Memories Written by the
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Ones in Your Baby's Life
Map out your family tree, list ideas
for baby names, and write down thoughts
on your baby's arrival- with this
keepsake journal you'll start recording
memories before the birth and continue
right through to your baby's first
birthday.Ensure no special moments are
forgotten, thanks to handy prompts as
well as plenty of space, so new parents
can write down thoughts about
everything your baby is learning, as
well as all the new experiences, such
as feeding and sleeping patterns and
baby's favourite bathtime toy. You'll
also record developmental milestones
and those all-important "firsts", from
your first night at home together to
baby's first steps. There is also space
to note down information about the
world your little one was born into,
such as the name of the prime minister,
popular music, and prices of stamps and
milk.A month-by-month section allows
you to keep track of your baby's
constant achievements and changing
behaviour and also includes advice from
Annabel Karmel on your baby's
development and handy tips to encourage
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tastes, first meals, and
finger foods pages enable you to record
your baby's favourite flavours and
recipes, and note his or her likes and
dislikes as you introduce new foods.
Pockets and spaces for photographs are
included throughout to ensure every
landmark is chronicled.This book will
become a wonderful and unique memento
of the first year of your child's life,
to look back on and share with your
child over the years.
Our Baby Girl's First Year is a sweet,
inspirational memory book capturing the
precious memories of a baby girl's
first year.Our Baby Girl's First Year
captures the precious memories of
baby's first year. It offers space to
record memorable moments and milestones
like her first steps and her first
tooth, scrapbooking pages for
photographs, and a special keepsake
pocket for baby' hospital bracelet or a
lock of hair from her first haircut.
Baby's Book The First Five Years
Monochrome Baby Book
The Wonderful Baby You Are
Create a Keepsake, Record Bonding
Experiences, and Stay Organized
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My Baby
Diary
Childhood History Journal
Early Years - Pink

The Minimalist Baby Book (Grey) - Unisex
Timeless Record Journal. Pregnancy to Age 5.
Gender Neutral. Boy or Girl Baby Shower Gift.
Comes Gift Wrapped. Made in USA. Sustainably
sourced Materials.
Baby Memory Book For Creating Your Own Baby
Scrapbook Keep the memories of your baby's
first year of life in this charming baby scrapbook.
The arrival of your new baby is a great time to
start scrapbooking. This baby book allows you to
create a priceless and irreplaceable personalized
baby keepsake that you can treasure for years.
This sweet memory baby book has plenty of
room for the milestones of your favorite
memories of your newborn baby. Blank Fill-in
Journal Type of Pages Make your own baby
scrapbook to capture your baby's first years.
This blank journal has plenty of space for photos
and memories. This baby journal is perfect for
photos, notes or poems. Compact enough to tuck
away in a diaper bag or book bag. You can take it
with you anywhere. Use this blank baby journal
to create a story book full of photos and other
memorable things about your baby. Add Photos
and Write in Memories A baby book for to keep
your treasured memories and preserve the
special moments of your baby. Tape in a photo
and then write the things your baby was doing in
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the photo
on the lines below your baby's picture.
Remember the happy times, funny things and
just about anything your baby did that made you
smile. Treasure your memories for a lifetime in
your baby journal. A Baby Keepsake Journal This
journal will allow you to tape or paste in photo's,
pictures, or paper clippings of dates and special
events you wish to cherish of your children. A
baby book journal is a wonderful way to record
all of the most special, loving and funny
moments you share with your baby during the
first weeks and months. Use This Baby Book For
1. Baby Scrapbook 2. Baby Photo Journal 3. Baby
Diary 4. Baby Memory Book 5. Baby Keepsake
Book 6. Mom Journal What's Inside: This baby
scrapbook has different sections. The first part
allows you to write a memory and tape or paste
in a photo for: Baby's First Photo Baby's First
Week Home Special Baby Moments Baby's First
Bath The second section you can tape or paste in
photos for your baby's first four weeks of life.
The third section you can tape or paste in photos
for each month up to twelve months old. Plus
there are pages at the back of this baby book to
collect well-wishes and autographs! Makes a
great gift for new moms or a baby shower gift!
Create lasting memories before they are gone
forever and impossible to reproduce! Pictures
are worth a thousand words, they help us
remember the little moments that bring us such
joy in an instant. Preserving the memories of
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your newborn
amusement for many years. Order Today for that
special mom to be who is expecting a new baby!
Bump to Birthday - a beautifully designed, colour
illustrated, combined pregnancy and first year
baby journal - will inspire any parent-to-be to
capture the unique story of the journey of
pregnancy and baby's precious first year.
Our Baby Boy's First Year Memory Book is an
adorable memory book offering creative ways for
parents to capture the special memories in their
baby boy's first year.
The First Five Years
See, Touch, Feel
Baby Keepsake Book
Baby Journal : Memory Book, Story Book, Baby
Journal 5 Years,
An Early Years Journal
The Original Peter Rabbit Baby Book
Early Years Grey

This sweet-as-can-be baby book offers dozens of
creative ways to capture the milestones and special
memories from pregnancy through baby's first year:
an envelope for ultrasound scans, a spin-wheel to
display baby's astrological sign, a gatefold family
tree, space for photos, mini envelopes to stash
written notes, illustrated pop-ups, a pull-out growth
chart to display in baby's room, and more. Packaged
in a compact album with a fabric spine and foilstamped cover, with whimsical color illustrations and
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thoughtful prompts throughout, this book is the
ultimate keepsake for new parents.
There's lots for baby to explore in See, Touch, Feel:
A First Sensory Book. This sturdy board book, with
bright photgraphs of happy babies, is specially
designed to stimulate curiosity through sensory play.
Each page has a colorful picture activity that invites
baby to touch and explore. There are raised textures
to feel, finger trails to follow, and a shiny mirror to
look in to. Can they follow the swirl on the snail's
shell. Can they tap the drum? As your baby grows,
See, Touch, Feel will help your child develop
language recognition and motor skills, as they learn
to interact with the book in new ways. With lots to
explore together, See, Touch, Feel is an ideal first
book to share with your baby.
For Two Moms and Baby Keeping a five-year (or
even just the first year) baby memory book is a fun
and effective way to remember and celebrate all the
early moments you'll treasure later. Plus it is a
wonderful keepsake to share with your child when
they're older. Pages Include: ✔ Family Pages for you
to add small photos or sketches or notes about your
baby's family. ✔ Pages for two moms to write key
details about themselves they want to share with the
baby, love letters to baby, hopes and dreams for
baby ✔ Photo pages for baby with a photo checklist
page ✔ Development milestone tracker pages for first
smile, first words, etc. ✔ Memory pages to record
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highlights during the first year ✔ A set of journal
pages for each month to journal your thoughts and
feelings ✔ Ample journal pages for years 2-5, for
including your best memories Makes a lovely and
practical gift for an expectant lesbian-identified loved
one.
Record every precious moment of your baby's first
year in this beautiful journal from that very first smile
to those amazing first steps and when completed will
be a wonderful memento of your child's first year. The
first year of a baby's life flies by so quickly, but with
this illustrated record book you can ensure you keep
track of all the special times. There's a month-bymonth section with space for photos and notes, and
pages to keep a record of every precious milestone
and all your baby's favorite things, such as nursery
rhymes and beloved toys. Including a handy storage
pocket, this invaluable journal also helps you to
provide practical care, from storing health records
and establishing a sleep routine to keeping feeding
logs.
A Keepsake of Milestone Moments
My Story , Baby Memory Journal
The First Five Years (Dinosaurs Design)
Baby Journal Notebook, Storybook, Baby Journey
Book, Pregnancy Memories, Baby Shower
Memories, First Year Baby Memory Book and Baby
Journal (2 Color Styles Available) Boys or Girls
Notebook
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The Minimalist Baby Book (Cream)
A record book of milestones and memories in the first
12 months
Baby Girl's First Year Memory Book
MY BABY DIARY, THE FIRST FIVE YEARS is a
detailed personal record of a childs precious
early years. It will stay with the child
forever as a reminder of how special and
loved they are by parents, family and
friends. The Diary features valuable
information for parents, including a
products, services and gift guide. The guide
brings together information from respected
experts on a variety of important issues, to
make the early years easier, safer and more
memorable. MY BABY DIARY is the perfect gift
to receive or purchase for a baby.
According to author John Green, The Fault In
Our Stars was inspired by his friendship with
Esther Earl, who "redefined the process of
dying young for me." (December 2012 Good
Reads interview, http://www.goodreads.com/int
erviews/show/828.John_Green). He cautions his
readers not to take the novel too literally
however, stating that he doesn't "want people
conflating Esther with Hazel (they're very
different), and it's extremely important to
me that I not claim to be telling Esther's
story. Esther's story belongs to Esther and
to her family." (John Green's tumblr, August
2, 2012 http://fishingboatproceeds.tumblr.com
/post/28557373623/everybody-was-told-to-makea-funny-face-but-i). Esther's story is told
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2014 posthumous memoir This Star Won't
Go Out : the Life and Words of Esther Grace
Earl.
Keep a record of all the special moments in
your baby's first year with this beautiful
baby record book from bestselling baby and
kids cookbook author Annabel Karmel. Map out
your family tree, list ideas for baby names,
and write down thoughts on your baby's
arrival. With this keepsake journal, you'll
start recording memories before the birth and
up to your baby's first birthday. Ensure that
no special moments are forgotten, thanks to
handy prompts as well as plenty of space. You
can write down thoughts about everything your
baby is learning, as well as all the new
experiences, such as feeding and sleeping
patterns and baby's favorite bathtime toy.
You'll also record developmental milestones
and those all-important "firsts," from your
first night at home together to baby's first
steps. There is also space to note
information about the world your little one
was born into, such as who was president,
popular music, and prices of stamps and milk.
A month-by-month section allows you to keep
track of your baby's constant achievements
and changing behavior, and also includes
advice from Annabel Karmel on your baby's
development and handy tips to encourage it.
Five recipes will inspire you to make
delicious, healthy food for your baby at
various stages, as well as marking
celebrations, such as a first birthday cake.
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Pockets
and spaces for photographs are
included throughout to make sure every
milestone is documented. This book will
become a wonderful and unique memento of the
first year of your child's life, to look back
on and share with your child over the years.
With plenty of guided journal pages, and
ample room for photos, these albums help you
create the perfect keepsake for your new
baby. Includes pages to record Baby's monthly
progress for the first year, as well as
yearly pages for ages one to five. 112 pages.
Archival/acie-free paper. Hardcover. Padded
hardcover meaures 8 1/2 wide x 11 high (21.6
cm wide x 28 cm high). Gift-boxed. Cloth
cover, silver foil.
Baby's First Year Baby Book
Memory Book Our Baby Boy's First Year
Bridgerton
Baby Memory and Keepsake Book to Journal with
Your Little One
Baby's First-Year Journal
To Sir Phillip, with Love

With precious floral-themed art, plenty of guided journal
pages, and ample room for photos, this album helps you
create the perfect keepsake for your new baby. In this book,
you can save your pictures and record your thoughts from
the moment you hear the good news right up to Babys fifth
birthday party. - Padded hardcover measures 8-1/2" wide x
11" high (21.6 cm wide x 28 cm high) - 112 pages - Includes
pages to record Babys monthly progress for the first year, as
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well as yearly pages for ages one to five, and much more.
From a tiny newborn to an inquisitive and independent child
the first five years of life are a time of amazing and
exciting change, development and discovery. This
comprehensive new journal allows parents to record all the
details of their child's life up to the age of five. Every
milestone on the journey is covered, from the day that baby
was born to his or her first tentative steps and words, and
then all the way through the thrills and spills of the toddler
years to the child s fifth birthday. When completed, "Baby
to Five" will be a unique and magical keepsake filled with
precious memories of your child s formative years."
Blue Baby Memory Book had padded front cover, 64 fullcolor inside pages, with dimenstions of 9 3/8 (W) x 10 1/2"
(H) Pacaged in a gift box with acetate window.
Baby's First Year Memories for LifeA keepsake journal of
milestone momentsDorling Kindersley Ltd
Memory Book Our Baby Girl's First Year
Classic Baby's Memory Book
Our Baby Boy Memory Book
My First Year
Le Petit Baby Book
The Mommy Journal
The Baby Book
Text on back of presentation box reads: 'Record the
precious moments of your baby's first year and
create a memento to treasure forever in this
beautifully embrodiered book. Make notes of
important dates and events, stick in photographs
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and add prints of your baby's hands and feet, with a
pocket at the back to store cherished keepsakes.'
Record and treasure every moment of your baby’s
first year with Annabel Karmel From your baby’s
first words and steps to their favourite bath-time toy,
keep a record of that first important year, month-bymonth, in this book you will treasure. Cook up
delicious recipes for baby’s first tastes through to
their first birthday cake from the UK’s No.1 baby and
child nutritionist, Annabel Karmel. There are places
to record special events, achievements and your
baby’s likes and dislikes, plus a special pocket for
photographs, scans or precious mementos. A
padded cover with soft corners, and a beautiful
ribbon so you can mark your place, makes this a
perfect gift for mum, dad or baby.
The Monochrome Baby Book - A Baby Keepsake
Book as Unique as your Tiny HumanThis genderneutral baby keepsake book is screaming for you to
make it your own. Soak up life's priceless moments
with your baby, grab your markers and photos and
turn this monochrome baby journal into a timeless
memento you'll cherish for generations to come. The
absolutely unique result will be the heartwarming
blend of your imagination and your tiny human's
unrivalled genius.
Ask any mother and she will tell you there are just
not enough hours in the day. By the time she has
fed, clothed, and bathed the children, read Curious
George for the 100th time, cut the crusts off the
PB&J sandwiches, and removed the ground-in dirt
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from the play clothes, she does not have time to
create a detailed scrapbook of each of her children's
lives. It's no wonder that so many elaborate baby
books remain incomplete, their pristine pages
adding to the guilt and inadequacy that many moms
already feel.That is why The Mommy Journal is so
perfect for today's moms. It offers a quick and guiltfree way to record the special moments of
childhood. Space for each entry is only about three
inches long and undated, so there is no pressure to
write lengthy narratives or to journal every day. In
less than five minutes, mothers can quickly jot down
the moments they want to remember forever. Plus,
unlike traditional baby books, The Mommy Journal
lets mothers record memories of all their children in
one place.Charming illustrations of toys, hearts, and
animals grace each page. Every few pages contain a
bit of parenting wisdom such as, "The best thing you
can give children next to good habits are good
memories." Instructions for fun activities moms can
do with their children, such as make edible finger
paint from instant pudding, are included as well.The
Mommy Journal will become a treasured keepsake,
both for the mom who creates it and for the child
who receives this precious record of childhood.
Peter Rabbit Baby Record Book
Baby to Five
Baby's Book
Baby Journal and Memory Book (First 5 Years)
The Minimalist Baby Book (Cream) - Unisex Timeless
Record Journal. Pregnancy to Age 5. Gender Neutral.
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Boy Or Girl Baby Shower Gift. Comes Gift Wrapped.
Made in USA. Sustainably Sourced Materials. : a
Baby Record Journal
Bump to Birthday, Pregnancy & First Year Journal
For Boy an Girls Baby Memory Journal Book for Five
Years (8. 5 X 11) 2020
Capture every first with a simple baby journal for
first-time moms Build a keepsake of your
newborn's first days, first smile, and every other
memorable moment with a stylish,
uncomplicated baby journal that busy moms can
actually find the time to use. Contemporary,
everlasting, and easy to keep up with, the FirstTime Mom's Baby Journal will help you track all
your baby's important milestones, along with
details like favorite toys, feeding schedules, and
baby's birth story. First-Time Mom's Baby Journal
offers: Thoughts and feelings--Touching quotes,
places for photos, and brief writing prompts will
help new moms make sense of the trials and
triumphs of parenthood. Just for the two of
you--The design is gender-neutral and doesn't
mention a traditional partner, making it the
perfect treasure for every mom and baby. A gift
for later--When this book is full, keep it for
yourself, or pass it on to your child when they
are older. Record all the most precious moments
with a baby journal for busy modern moms.
About the product Nicheverse's Baby Memory
Photo Journal and Babybook is the perfect gift
for any baby shower or baby gift registry;
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includes
54-guided journal pages with space for
photos and 4 x 5 cover photo insert Pages
include: First Left Footprint, First Right
Footprint, First Left Handprint, First Right
Handprint, First Kiss Pages include: who this
book belongs to, baby's introduction, about
mommy, about daddy, mommy and daddy's
story, There's also space to include photos
throughout the journal of mommy, daddy, baby's
sonogram, the family, mommy while pregnant,
baby shower, baby's first picture, homecoming,
baby sleeping, bath time, birthdays, friends,
activities, pre-school, kindergarten, art, and
holidays This light pink babybook is perfect for
baby girl! It's is decorated with Pink Zebras,
Rose Gold shoes. "Hello Angel" and a gold arrow
is foil stamped on the front of the book, adding a
modern touch. This keepsake book also includes
pink and white pages, adding an extra too-cute
touch! Don't forget to add this adorable book to
your baby registry. It's also a great baby shower
gift to give anyone expecting a girl! Product
dimensions: 8.5" W x 11" H x .56"
Chart topping-and headline-making-rap artist
Eminem shares his private reflections, drawings,
handwritten lyrics, and photographs in his New
York Times bestseller The Way I Am Fiercely
intelligent, relentlessly provocative, and
prodigiously gifted, Eminem is known as much
for his enigmatic persona as for being the fastestselling rap artist and the first rapper to ever win
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an Oscar.
Everyone wants to know what Eminem
is really like-after the curtains go down. In The
Way I Am, Eminem writes candidly, about how he
sees the world. About family and friends; about
hip-hop and rap battles and his searing rhymes;
about the conflicts and challenges that have
made him who he is today. Illustrated with more
than 200 full-color and black-and-white
photographs-including family snapshots and
personal Polaroids, it is a visual self-portrait that
spans the rapper's entire life and career, from
his early childhood in Missouri to the basement
home studio he records in today, from Detroit's
famous Hip Hop Shop to sold-out arenas around
the globe. Readers who have wondered at Em's
intricate, eye- opening rhyme patterns can also
see, first-hand, the way his mind works in dozens
of reproductions of his original lyric sheets,
written in pen, on hotel stationary, on whatever
scrap of paper was at hand. These lyric sheets,
published for the first time here, show uncut
genius at work. Taking readers deep inside his
creative process, Eminem reckons with the way
that chaos and controversy have fueled his music
and helped to give birth to some of his most
famous songs (including "Stan," "Without Me,"
and "Lose Yourself"). Providing a personal tour
of Eminem's creative process, The Way I Am has
been hailed as "fascinating," "compelling," and
"candid."
With adorable dinosaur art, an appealing soft
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padded
cover, lots of guided pages in which to
write, and ample room for photos, this makes the
perfect keepsake for Baby! Save your photos and
record your thoughts -- from the moment you
hear the good news through Baby's fifth birthday
party! Includes pages to record Baby's monthly
progress for the first year, as well as yearly
pages for ages one to five, and much more. Soft
padded cover. Measures 8-1/2 inches wide by 11
inches high. 112 pages. Contents: Great
Expectations Welcome to the World! All About
Baby Baby's First Year One to Two Years Old Two
to Three Years Old Three to Four Years Old Four
to Five Years Old Beyond Five Years Old Special
Days Dear Baby
A Record of Baby's First Year
The First Five Years: (My Two Moms) 5-Year Baby
Journal Record Book For Adoptive & Expectant
Lesbian Parents
Sand
The Way I Am
Baby's First Year
Baby's Memory Book
Early Years - Blue

Early Years (Blue) is a beautiful guided journal
to inspire parents to capture the precious first
five years of their child's life. It comes with a
complementary notebook to keep handy for
recording quotes and stories as they happen.
(Notebooks size 165mm x 110mm; 60 pages
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made from sustainably sourced 80gsm
uncoated paper.) Record all those delightful
quirky moments of childhood - from arrival into
the world, first words and steps, key
celebrations, to first day at school. Once
completed, Early Years can be looked back on
with love forever.
Early Years (Pink) is a beautiful guided journal
to inspire parents to capture the precious first
five years of their child's life. It comes with a
complementary notebook to keep handy for
recording quotes and stories as they happen.
(Notebooks size 165mm x 110mm; 60 pages
made from sustainably sourced 80gsm
uncoated paper.) Record all those delightful
quirky moments of childhood - from arrival into
the world, first words and steps, key
celebrations, to first day at school. Once
completed, Early Years can be looked back on
with love forever.
A New York Times Bestseller From #1 New
York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn
comes the story of Eloise Bridgerton, in the
fifth of her beloved Regency-set novels
featuring the charming, powerful Bridgerton
family, now a series created by Shondaland for
Netflix. ELOISE'S STORY Sir Phillip knew that
Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster, and so he'd
proposed, figuring that she'd be homely and
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unassuming, and more than a little desperate
for an offer of marriage. Except . . . she wasn't.
The beautiful woman on his doorstep was
anything but quiet, and when she stopped
talking long enough to close her mouth, all he
wanted to do was kiss her . . . and more. Did he
think she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn't
marry a man she had never met! But then she
started thinking . . . and wondering . . . and
before she knew it, she was in a hired carriage
in the middle of the night, on her way to meet
the man she hoped might be her perfect match.
Except . . . he wasn't. Her perfect husband
wouldn't be so moody and ill-mannered, and
while Phillip was certainly handsome, he was a
large brute of a man, rough and rugged, and
totally unlike the London gentlemen vying for
her hand. But when he smiled . . . and when he
kissed her . . . the rest of the world simply fell
away, and she couldn't help but wonder . . .
could this imperfect man be perfect for her?
baby bookThis storybook format baby journal
is ALL ABOUT BABY. From birth to 5 years
old, this baby book is easy to complete, and will
be the one you *actually* finish - even if it's
your second child! It also makes a wonderful
baby shower gift for your expecting
friends!The baby journal is unique in that there
are no forced milestones to fill in. In this baby
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book, it is all about baby and baby's journey
through their first 5 years which includes a
pregnancy story, birth story, page for
footprints, months 1-12, birthdays 1-5, a first
day of school, special memories such as things
baby says, holidays, and other special firsts and
milestones.This journal is intended to work for
all types of family situations (good for single
parents, same-sex couples, or nontraditional
families). Therefore, there are not sections for
religious affiliation, vaccine records, or a family
tree. Instead, there are numerous blank pages
where topics that are important to the parent
can be recorded. You could even add an
envelope to place a lock of hair or a baby
hospital bracelet.Don't forget to add this
adorable book to your baby registry. It's also a
great baby shower gift to give anyone
expecting a girl!
Letters to Your Child
Memory Keeper | First Time Parent | As You
Grow | Baby Shower Gift
Memories for Life - a Keepsake Journal of
Milestone Moments
The Fault in Our Stars
A Simple Book of Firsts [Animals]
First 5 Years Baby Memory Book with Elephant
First-Time Mom's Baby Journal
Parents can cherish every special moment in the
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first year of their child's life in this special book.
Space is provided for each special landmark - from
the earliest photographs to the first lock of hair. A
very special book to keep and look back on over
the years.
Your baby's first year is an exciting and precious
time. Create a lasting keepsake of each treasured
milestone with My Baby Record Book. With
traditional nursery rhymes to share and space for
photographs, My Baby Record Book is a unique
memento that your family will cherish. Capture
your baby's special moments in this beautiful,
gender-neutral book, filled with stunning
illustrations, room for photographs and questions to
fill in.
This baby memory book is the perfect gift for baby
shower, baby baptism or baby christening. It
contains 130+ guided journal pages with space for
photos to document all of your baby's important
milestones during the first year and also includes
baby's 1st-5th birthday party happenings. There
are pages for guest to sign and give wishes during
baby showers or birthday parties. Pages include:
who this book belongs to, about mommy, about
daddy, family tree, baby's introduction,mommy's
pregnancy journey, counting down, the day when
baby is born, first baby photo, first baby photo with
mommy and daddy, as well as other family
members, your first handprints, footprints. You can
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jot down your first thoughts on the day you join
parenthood. There are space to add photos for
baby at home, baby's first visitors, baby's first gifts,
baby's first sleeping photo at home, first bath,
crawl, steps, laugh,haircut, vacation, and also
journal pages to jot the times your baby make his
first sound, roll over, drink from bottle, grow first
tooth, words etc. You can jot down your parenting
adventures, what kind of difficulties you faced and
also baby's favorite food, activity and toys.Other
useful charts include: Growth chart, Immunization
chart, Tooth loss chart. This book also have a space
to let your guest sign and give wishes during baby
showers or 1st - 5th birthday parties and also can
keep track of the guest list with their gifts. There
are pages for you to jot down their preschool,
kindergarten happenings, and also other special
memories.Don't forget to add this memory book to
your baby registry. It's a great baby shower gift to
give anyone expecting either a boy or a girl! This is
a fun first Mother's day gift for mom too!This will
become a treasured keepsake. You can record the
details of your baby's early life to share with
friends, family and their future fiancé! Your baby
book will bring nostalgic joy for years to come.
The Best Baby Book Journal !First Year Baby
Memory Book & Baby Journal (2 Color Styles
Available). Perfect for Boys or Girls Baby Shower
Gift. First 5 Years Unisex, Baby Journal Memory
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Book, Memories Made Simple, an Adorable
Keepsake Helping Busy Parents. baby bookThis
storybook format baby journal is ALL ABOUT BABY.
From birth to 5 years old, this baby book is easy to
complete, and will be the one you *actually* finish even if it's your second child! It also makes a
wonderful baby shower gift for your expecting
friends!The baby journal it is all about baby and
baby's journey through their first 5 years which
includes a pregnancy story, birth story, Baby
shower memories, page for footprints, months
1-12, birthdays 1-5, a first day of school, special
memories such as things baby.Measures 8,5" x 11",
and has 61 Pages in total.
Higher Quality Version - A Great Photo Notebook of
Firsts - Little Artist Baby Journal - Baby Beautiful
Pink - Hello Angel First 5 Years Baby Memory Book
with Photo Insert - Pink
Hello Baby
Baby's First Year Memories for Life
First Year Baby Memory Book + Baby Journal.
Modern Baby Shower Gift. Keepsake for New
Parents to Record Photos + Picture Album. Boy +
Girl Babies
A First Sensory Book
Baby to Five Years Record Journal
My Baby Record Book Deluxe
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